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Features:

• Keyed lock

• Anti-pry door with continuous hinges  
(auto-locks upon closure)

• Door opens at a 180-degree angle

• Wall mount or utilize for interior storage

• Available in 4" and 6" depths

Lock Boxes
Versatile | Secure

Secure medications, supplies, and other valuables or personal property

53005-81

6688-81

Wherever secure storage is needed, our lock boxes are an ideal, space- 
efficient solution. Protect medications, narcotics, and other sensitive 
items near patient rooms, by nursing stations, and in pharmacies, 
mounting the box directly to wall studs. Or use it in conjunction with 
a CarePod workstation or larger locked cabinet for a second stage of 
security. Alternatively, install these lock boxes for patients’ personal  
belongings and valuables, providing them additional peace of mind 
while under care at your facility.

Built tough, our lock boxes are constructed of premium cold-rolled 
steel and feature an anti-pry door with continuous hinges. The lock 
opens with a turn of a key and locks automatically when the door is shut.

Our lock boxes deliver flexible secure storage,  
protecting medications and supplies near the point 
of care or installed for patients’ personal property. 
Offered in two sizes with keyed entry, these premium 
steel lock boxes can be wall-mounted for convenient 
access or placed inside CarePod™ workstations or 
other storage cabinets, providing additional security 
for sensitive items, like controlled drugs.



For more information:
800.782.1524 / carepodsales@carstens.com
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3.1"
4.64"

    6688-81    53005-81

4" Deep 6" Deep

Product Dimensions L12" ×W3.1" ×H6.8" L13.88" ×W4.64" ×H8.10"

Interior Capacity 185 in3 442 in3

Lock Style Keyed (includes two keys)

Finish Powder White

Material 20 gauge, powder-coated steel

Warranty 3-year limited

CarePod Mounting 
Locations Bottom right or left

Installation Direct wall installation.  
Can also be installed to wall though pre-drilled 
mounting holes in the back of each CarePod.

Hardware Not included

Warranty 3-year limited

Lock Boxes
Versatile | Secure

6.8125"

8.10"

12"

13.88"

Integrated lip allows top to be 
utilized as an additional shelf

Anti-pry door with continuous hinges 
(auto-locks upon closure)

Crafted of premium steel with a durable 
powder-coated finish, our lock boxes are 
designed to withstand heavy everyday use, 
cleaning, and disinfection. 

Click to buy now from Carstens.com

6688-81 
For 4" deep workstations

53005-81
For 6" deep workstations

https://carstens.com/collections/carepod-accessories

